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Risk and strategy battletech

Marcus Interactive and Haribraanad schemes have already launched orders to resume step-by-step strategies about the battles of giant mental robot Batitouch. The game will be available on steam in April. At the same time, the first part of the three-part video diary of developers was published. In this, Project Jordan was the creator of The Weisman, head of studio pass
(Gatilimhan Ch. Gatilimhan) and head of development Mike MacAin (Mike Macain) about the unique fighting system of the new game and to solve by controlling the giant war robot to consumers that have these difficult Syrian tasks. Fantastic battles are attached. The Batletch project is only important to everyone in our studio because it is for all fans of the famous universe, which
has made this game a reality at best. We will do our best to make the best of it for both the ex-soldiers and their best part for all those who come to the MechWarrior universe, Said Weasman. We can imagine how players can't wait to try it for themselves. The first modern release of the famous Syrian series will once again move the concert into the famous universe of
MechWarrior. According to the story in Yard 3025. The Galaxy is engaged in an infinite battle by great houses. The main weapon in it-giant fighting robots. We have to stand on the star base head and charge the machines and their pilots. There are two options for initial purchase of steam: the game will cost 725 robots, and ask for digital deluxe edition 930 rubal. It consists of a
digital IA book, sound, wallpaper 4K resolution table and avatar for the forum. For the first order of any edition will make the appearance of The Shaduavaok Mech and Wallpaper for the desktop. If you notice a mistake, highlight it with your mouse and click CTRL'ENTER. Page 2 If you prefer to view the Ad Needs page in English, please click here to promote 3DNews contacts and
at prices for ads on site 3DNews Please contact our Advertising Department on email reclama@3dnews.ru or phone 7 (495) 988-20-90, as well as agency z. For partnership and support, please contact:info@3dnews.ru. For all issues of interest for you, as well as additional deployment opportunities, such as: better opportunities to target advertising campaigns, provide additional
services, keep non-standard content and organize special special projects, please contact section 3DNews of ads: or on the advertising department's general address: reclama@3dnews.ru. Information Content (Press-Kit) Portal Details 3DNews.ru Information Directories 3DNews Daily Digital (www.3dnews.ru) - An information portal (established in 1997) with 20 years of
experience in the digital market, is continuously occupying a key position in the online media category computer ranking. Every day we publish 60 news and 2-3 new reviews of digital technology and software to fashion gget, software and mobile devices, smart home devices and electronics. Readers appreciate our content for their compatibility, quality and broadsubject matter.
Website data audience 3DNews.ru-300,000 unique users per day (5,000,000 per month), the number seen Site per month-about 18,000,000. The computer's trust in 3DNews.ru category holds key positions. Average activity of visitors at the site position in the radar rating se in general every month (ranking internet plans according to Yandex data): Formats and size of advertising
content (banners): Advertising content on the site is created through the advertising system OpenX; in future, for the end, the term's ad content will be used as banner. The following banner formats are accepted as promotional material: static or dynamic images of GIF, JPEG and PGN formats; HTML5 static or dynamic graphics; static text/HTML blocks; acceptable adhesive size
(pixels, width): 200/600/240/400-flick bose Top of the right column of all pages of the building site; 100%-90 (1245-90)-the top of the site pages; the top positions of the site pages are 728/90/810/90; 400-right columns to 240; 160 to 320-positions on the left under the main menu; 240-240-Banners announced in the competition. 728-90-site search pages and search results; 100%-
90-150 is a mobile view of the site. Options for determining the location of available content: Static deployment-banner is placed exclusively for a specific period of time at the selected position of the advertising; Statically a position can be deployed in an advertising campaign with multiple banner rotations, many banners can be displayed in one position, but more than one banner
per page approach by the visitor; With any distribution for a specific period or for a particular period of time to determine the location of an ad campaign or for the number of commands highlighted for all periods of election action for a certain total number. In which banners will be displayed on non-static placements of other advertiser's advertising positions on the site, in which the
ad content is collected, but any one of the banner's people will see the page in preference from any of the campaigns displayed more than one of them. Technical requirements for banners: General technical requirements for banners: A link must be provided on the page other than banner, transfers for which will be made when clicking the banner; Static or dynamic images of GIF,
JPEG and PUNG formats: Banner size should be exactly the size of the position in which they will be placed; the banner size should not exceed 80KByt; HTML5 Static or Dynamic Graphics: Banner size should be exactly the size of the position in which they will be placed; the banner size should not exceed 150KByt; Interactive banners, included in the undependent form of this
site's content must be implemented to the actual size of the deployment position, and must be present when the hoor, click ing or other actions are taken by the user on the banner. Roll the banner into its original size. Interactive banners containing or should be prevented by the default from external sources by multimedia content (video/voice/photos) should be stopped by default
(sound is off, stop video on) and any external content should be downloaded only at the request of the visitor (for example, VCL/Eye Sound Button) or Play/Stop Static Text or HTML Blocks: Block content should not go out of the location size of the location, conditioned with standard browser browsing mode (no zoom, CSS with 3DNews shelves); If it does not define conflicts or
site shelves, it is possible to use the features of the style, tag, or external CSS table. Technical requirements for HTML5 banner: When providing an address in html5 format, the following recommendations should be requested: Advertising code you need to use code should not be more than 150KB instead of direct links: Clockcoral link destination-a new window (_blank)
Technical requirements for HTML5 banners are accepted: A link from THE HTML5 and Adobe Motion CC (HTML5 Canvas) developed in Adobe Edge has been allowed (no more links are allowed) starting through the link call window. Open ( , _blank), where put files in a separate directory to pack directories with files in the zip features of the advertiser (deleted) of advertising
campaigns: Site 3DNews can provide its advertisers with the following targeting options: Number of images: for an advertising campaign: Number of images (maximum non-scroom of number ordered or still for duration of space); maximum or maximum daily images (either one or both); per unique visitor Total number of images; number of visitor images per unique for the duration
(for example, for 3 hours per hour per week- campaign banners for visitor will not be displayed more than 3 times. But that means every campaign banner will appear three times, there will be only three displays of banners from this campaign set, selected according to preferences and layouts; for banners Total number of visitor images per unique visitor; number of per unique
visitor's images over the period; if user restrictions are determined for both campaign and banner, the last restriction will be a quadraze number of more than one option of all restrictions. Date/Time: By date/separate numbers; Saturdays (Monday, w, Wednesday... Etc.) ; Day time (hourly restriction, for example, 1 pm to 14:00 am-23:00) ; by site: (Static deployment by site parts is
also a kind of a dissection, but you targeted parts and banners in dynamics This person can't be advertising site , for example, just to limit several parts on top positions) on the site's individual pages; according to the link page- for example, if someone came to us on the website from site , this person can't show the ad site , and all others. According to the visitor: (for example, one
ISP banner can be used to people using others); OS/browser languages- if necessary, you can display banners in different languages in terms of browser and OS language se- by browser name/version- for example, Internet Explorer-a users can display ads mozilla firefox; Geo-classification: on the continent; only in the country; by geographical cooperation or a range of one
(length/longitude); by country and region; in country and city. For each banner, you can explain several over-over-target options: for example, you can apply three restrictions: browsers, countries and cities and during the day, thus limiting the audience of visitors, which showed a banner It says, using opera browsers, miscouatis and site cases between 10 m and 18 o'clock where
you need to try 3 or more filters are called joint lying. P.p. For restrictions of 5.2-5.5, it is possible to submit in/or as per its principles, representing it, in which it represents, in a set of many possible display options limited by either algebraic number quadrupation, or cracked options; providing data on banners: Banners The final of the performance or failure of the 3DNews party to
keep and only ensure that the banner is internal data of the advertising system, which provides the advertiser with access to demand; in case of having banners through third-party advertising network codes, 3D News provides data Would kill. Click tracking a third party system through this code through which the banner is placed. In this case: 3DNews banners do not have data
on clicks; 3DNews keeps data on the exhibition of promotional content; When considering controversial issues the internal data of the site's images as the highest priority and goal statistics will be considered, rather than a third party network. Advertising Responsibilities: To create promotional material suo motu to determine the location on the site at the cost of its own resources
in accordance with their needs; Ready-made content must be sent to a representative of 3DNews Advertising no more than 3 (three) before the launch of the advertising campaign for the possibility of checking and correcting working items. In exceptional cases, in order to provide a separate service, 3DNews may take the task of correcting or modifying the advertising banner for
site requirements, which must be documented at the end of the agreement. Publisher Responsibilities (3DNews): If the ad is in line with the above requirements, 3DNews run: to start displaying advertising content advertising in a perfectly specific time frame; to perform the work of displaying advertising content on the site in advertising positions selected by the advertising at the
end of the agreement by the advertising provider In case of static space: Guarantees the correct display of banners at specific positions for the duration of this space; in case of dynamic space: to work completely and inside the frame of the specified time The advertising number of images access online audit of advertising campaign data to monitor deployment processes by both
parties. Resolution of disputes: In the case of non-compliance of an ad with a timeline for the delivery of advertising content, 3DNews protects the right to post or refuse to post or reduce the time of delay in determining the location of the content of advertising ads; In the case that advertising is provided with content that does not meet the site's needs, 3DNews secures the right to
delay the launch of this location unless the content of the advertisement is provided with valid and consistent advertising content without providing any compensation on its part; in the case when ads are at the beginning of the campaign Delayed or obstructed display of banners in the form of a publisher, to provide advertising with compensation in the form of 3DNews running: in
case of static space: extension of content images of ads on the site's free advertising positions for a period of delay/disruption; in case of dynamic space : Increase the total number of copy of advertising banners by 30% of the amount actually advertised by the advertising without charging an additional fee; in the case that the breach of obligations on the part of the site has
occurred for reasons beyond its control, 3DNews is entitled to provide or not to provide compensation at its own best. If the power of the parties is due to non-compliance with one of the responsibilities of the Their needs are losing their impact. Note-Preferred rotation means that when choosing advertising content for display, instead of internal 3DNews campaigns, it is based on
the calculation of the most immediate and volume eCPM advertising campaigns. A target range (deleted) is a sign at the cost of determining the location of the map. Details should be discussed with a representative of the Advertising Department 3DNews. For our readers, remember... We don't have a thick-head to a sponcer, a rich uncle, strange partners and investors. We work,
earn our own and think where we go. We pay for hosting, maintain ing server, buy iron for test lab and pay for the work of authors. Ads... Our investment in further development of the site and its projects. The only possible way to keep our online project alive. Our freedom pledge, and therefore impartiality. Aerting the way new services and projects are. Sometimes it's true art. And
they say , This is progress . Love is not necessary for him, but it is recommended to respect him. Page 3 Office Editorial Address: 121170, Kitzavsky Avenue, House 36, Page 23, Interior 1, Floor 5, Office 505 Address on the map: Google Maps of Yandex. Maps 2GIS A. The utility telephone: 7 (495) 988-2090 (multi) (P.S. We do not sell computer equipment). Office Address:
121170, Russian Federation, Moscow, Katzowskai, P., 36, bld. 23 (See on Google Maps) our partner is the world's help laptop repair center. Telephone: (495) 223-7017 (multi). Email us: Please note that the email is coming to 3DNews To deal with the huge amount we receive at the door of the email server. If you want your message to be received and read to us, do not use free
services, clearly make sure to configure and sub-sign the subject of the letter-not reading anonymous email. Readers: Friends, unfortunately, the office of the office is not able to enter the letters, but all your letters we review with interest, get results and try to take your wishes to the account. Separately, I want to say that we don't sell computer equipment or other goods. Page 4
We invite our valued readers to add our social media community to update with the latest news. All communities broadcast the latest 3DNews reviews, as well as just the most popular and latest news of the day! You are interested in that parts can subscribe to the RSL feed: Reviews: Page 5 3DNews Daily Digital (3dnews.ru) is the first independent Russian online publication
dedicated to digital technology. Established in 1997, the project aims to publish the most objective information about everything that is going to be in this market in a timely manner, as well as to help users of digital devices use, purchase and use hardware and software most effectively. Thanks to a wide range of overlooked events and high tech-dislocations, the same interesting
for all sections of resources is from fans of professional system engineers by population: computer games and fashion gget More than 300,000 people from all CIS countries and Russian-speaking countries visit 3DNews.ru every day. More than 6,000,000 visitors a month look at about 19,000,000 pages. The number of users Subscribe.ru mailing on the phone is 37,000. You
yandex. News service can subscribe to get news news, as well as here. The most popular content and reviews are broadcast in Vkanduz Takte, Facebook, Twitter, Google, Classmates, Minutes. On our YouTube channel you will get news, live broadcasts and reviews. During its existence, 3DNews has gathered a large community of fans around it, in a specially organized
ideological forum, discussing the content of computer technology related sites and topics. According to ratings, LiveInternet.ru the list of top leaders in the computer/IT category. Cooperation with us from 70 authors and Russian territories and CIS from around the world, and direct contacts with leading international and Russian high tech companies have been established. We are
open to collaboration with independent authors, direct information providers and manufacturers. Our publication regularly provides information support to important events at this world's annual international exhibitions and conferences (Compot, The Inteal Developer Forum, CES, Icromir, KRI, MWC, SC, ISC, GTC, and many others). In addition to online publications, 3DNews
writers are also authors of academic and analytical books to support it. Electronic Media 3DNews A Media Registration Certificate Al No FS 77-22224 November 01, 2005 Editorial 3DNews Authors and Permanent Organizers Our Legal Person and Address 3DNews, Legal Address: 121151 Moscow, Kitzavsky Ave., 22, Page 1 Projects: Personal Projects: Documents Documents
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